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solidcam 2013 crack full versionAs you guys/gals can see, today was scary weather-wise, so I was able to take advantage of the 10 degree weather and stay in bed all
day long. Fitting since today is going to be a long day of being sick. I’m pooping out the flu, so I’m lying here like a slug, dozing off for a bit, then trying to get up when
I wake up. So this is going to be an all over the place-like-crap kind of post. Mostly because I have nothing much to say, but hey, I found a Nintendo DS Lite on Craig’s
List today (I was able to move into my own place, which isn’t really much of a move but whatever, I’m here now). So I got the DS Lite and its slim, sharp feeling
design, and I bought some cartridge games for it. First up, Super Mario Galaxy, the console port of the DS version. At any rate, I’ve played the GameCube version
more than a dozen times, and I’ve never played the DS version. So I figured I should at least try to get used to that. I’ve played the GameCube version over and over and
over, so there really isn’t anything else new to learn. Except, of course, that the game is really hard. I mean, it’s hard on the GameCube version, and it’s hard on the DS
version. I’ve been playing this for about two hours now, and I still haven’t beaten the first level. I guess I’ll have to purchase a few more games, that’s for sure. Next up,
WarioWare Gold. I actually played the DS version a few days ago, so I was shocked when I found this for sale online. I can’t really say much about the game yet,
because I haven’t really beaten any of it yet, but I’m enjoying the game so far. It’s short, but still fun. Then I found the last game I bought for the DS Lite. Luigi’s
Mansion: Dark Moon for the DS. This game is pretty awesome. I can’t really say much about it, but I just love it. It’s so atmospheric and creepy and mysterious. I
couldn f678ea9f9e
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